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The Spring Work Day is scheduled for February 27th 9 am. Brad and Mason will be providing lunch for the work party 
(yum). The weather appears that it will cooperate.  Planting, painting, cleaning are the tasks that will be doled out. 

Projects completed 
1. Cabin 4-5 water heater repairs are complete and working well.  New tile on floor has been sealed. 

Short Term  Projects 
1. Water line damaged in front of cabins – PVC stub out ran over by trailer; repairs can be done in house. 
2. Finish the water lines to the cabins. Need to define detailed scope and get contractor assigned. $2,000 approved. 
3. The front sign has undergone its last repair. Tom is doing a patch and paint to use it temporarily and then we will 

display this in a more protected location. Replacing with a cut metal sign similar to the new race trophies created 
by Mr. Taylor seems like the best approach.  Estimate from Stokes Sign was over $4,500 to recreate the existing 
one.   

4. Scaffold rental for one month (<$200, already in work day budget) to complete point sign, clubhouse siding 
repairs, and any other above ground work. 

5. Siding repairs from woodpecker damage – cover existing cedar with Hardy Board siding and repaint. Estimate 
$1,000 materials. Plan to use AYC/volunteer labor. Motion attached. 

6. Coordinating with Harbor on trailer parking cleanup and reorganization, brush clearing. 

Projects in Planning 
1. Estimates for the bath house remodel.   

a. Phase 12 wall treatments;   scraping and surface prep as part of work day; specialized epoxy paints  
look like the best option.   Can DIY the prep and probably the application. Probably best to do walls 
first to avoid having to cover finished floor 

b. Phase 21: Floor drainage and tile showers.  – Looking at “poured” floor options, trying to get 
contractor estimates.  Need to get tile estimates for showers. 

c. Phase 3 stalls, counters, amenities.  Solid plastic stall partitions will run about $1500-2000 per side 
for materials.  DIY installation. 

2. Develop specs/scope of work for electric panel upgrade in the work area. WAG estimate of ~$4000 from 
electrical contractor who took a quick look at it. 

3. Improving the lighting in the parking areas and around the clubhouse with LEDs.  Awaiting detailed estimate from 
Quantum Electric and others TBD.  Metal poles are around $1000 each, plus footings. LED parking area fixtures 
range around $3-500 each.  

d. Bath house entrance, top of stairs and lower lot handicap parking 
e. Playground and South parking area 
f. North corner of upper parking (recycling bin), stairs to lower parking 

4. Renovating the GM’s office; meet with Jackie and Tom to figure out logistics and staging.   
5. RV parking – preferred spots identified, need to trim trees and access the circuit loads and how best to locate 

and configure electrical connections; material and labor cost estimated at $500. 
6. Have taken wall measurements (the big drop off!) and will obtain safety fencing estimates; steel cable is an 

option to more conventional fencing. 
7. Researching fixture costs for replacing clubhouse lighting. Existing fixtures are original and use 8’ fluorescent 

tubes (very inefficient) and almost impossible to maintain due to limited access. 
8. Investigating ground cover options other than concrete for walkway from stairs to bath house. Removable 

ground mats made from recycled plastics for this stretch would be about $700. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  Chris S. Thompson 
B & G Commander 

 


